
ONSTAGE SYSTEMS Setup & Take Down Associate 
 

Looking for Part Time or Full Time Gig Work as an Employee? We got it.  

The Setup & Take Down Associate (aka Stage Hand) sets their own schedule supporting 
successful installation and removal of equipment for live events. Paid weekly (Mondays) on 
a cash card or direct deposit as a W2 employee.  

What you will do to Setup: 

1. Meet trucks at a theater, park, or other venue and unloading the truck, often 
outdoors in varying weather conditions.  

2. Moving crates and large items to final locations 
3. Setting up large items, for example inserting stage legs and securing them with 

bolts 
4. Unboxing and positioning equipment (Laying cables out, setting electronics on 

tables, plugging in cords, bolting lights to rigging, etc…) 
5. Removing empty crates / boxes, tools, wrappers / trash 

What you will do to Take Down: 

1. Crating / boxing equipment like cables, speakers, lights, electronics, instruments, 
video projectors and screens.  

2. Loading those crates and boxes into trucks (Most gear is on wheels) 
3. Loading large items into trucks, like stage decks and rigging sections 

Required Qualifications 

● Must be able to lift up to 50 lbs 
● Layout cabling; assist audio & lighting crew as directed 
● Assist audio and lighting crew with stands, microphones, cables, lights, etc. 
● Basic understanding of hand tools (wrenches, pliers, level, screw driver) 
● Ability to understand and follow directions from Crew Leads, Stage Managers, and 

Clients 
● Must be able to work in all weather conditions including heat, rain, wind, snow, cold 

and storms. 
● Work in an environment with moderate to loud noise level 
● Timely arrival at agreed upon location 
● Must be at least 18 years of age. 



Preferred Qualifications 

● Ability to work on Ladders and lift at heights up to 25 feet is a plus 
● Driver’s License/Forklift experience is a plus 

 

Similar job roles: work when you want, gig work, helper, laborer, construction, loader, 
unloader, material handler, lawn maintenance, server, busser, UPS, FEDEX, Amazon, pizza 
delivery, team lead, furniture delivery driver, crew leader, residential mover, lead driver, 
trainer, gym, valet, Uber, DoorDash, Gig 

 


